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Our proposal aims to deal with a dual attitude often 
found in parks; the passive and the active. The
experience is associated to the act of discovering the 
apparent hidden lie (i.e. a contemplation
yard), which is unraveled when relived as a man 
scaled kaleidoscope (an interactive shell). The
unexpected revelation provides a happy moment of 
play, as much a childhood reminiscence as a
present fractal wonder.
The passive is related to the free wandering and 
contemplating, specifically around two bulky
elongated prisms; a stark contrast between the natural 
and the manmade, portrayed by dark
steel elements, the kaliedoscopes, that at first glance 
appear as resting timeless objects. The design
story leads to a second moment where peepholes are 
found in the prisms at the centre of the site,
stimulating curiosity and action.
The active then pops up both in children and adults, 
taking turns to both look and act. Opposed to
traditional kaleidoscopes rotation isn’t the force of 
change. The prisms present two options of
participation. At one’s end an rubber slit allows for 
people to partially peep out their heads and
arms, which is found as an enjoyable fractal view by 
the observer. The second kaleidoscope aims
to show nature as a changing background, by placing 
vegetation at the end. Wind, sun and
flowers’ game will provide a slower feeling of interac-
tion, the time of nature.
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